
Ans: (a) 67" (b)44" (c)67"

2. brthe diagram, IC is a tangent to the circle with center O'

IBAC =65" and BDE is a smight line' Find

(a) ICDE,

(b) reflex ICOE,

(c) ZECO,

(d) LACE B

(e) Wlrat can you say about the lines BA and CE?

Give reasons to support your snswer'

53 Geometrical Properties of Circles'

]{l) In the figure, lB is a diameter of the circle

calculate
(a) IABE 

'(b) LADC '(c) LACE '

Given that 7g1P = /DABC= IBAE =23" '
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4. ln the diagram' It is I talgent t!
the circle with certre 0' ICAB =58"

and CDE is streigbt line,The lines lB
and CDE intersect at the Point P'

(a) Fiad, stating your reasons clearly,
(i) LBDE
(ii) tBoE
(iii) tEBO
(iv) ZABE

(b) Wbat can You say about the lines

CA nd BE?

A.ns: (aXi) 122' (ii) I 16' (iii) 32' (iv) 58" (b) CA// BE

5. In the diagmm , A, B, C and D are points on a sircle,

csD&e O. Reflex /.'4OB = 262o a\d

ZDCB =ll0' .Fltn'd

(a) LADB

(b) zDAo

tns:(a) ZADB=49" (b) AAO=29'

(i) Explain whY IOSV = 90"'
(ii) Calculate

(a) .QPR,
$) 4rQ,
(c) zORs
(d) tsoT.

Ans:.(ii(a)42" (b)48o (c)60' (d)36'

Unit 5.3 Ceometrical Prcperties ofCircles

(d) 65'
BA and CE are

IDMN/2008/P2l
(alternate angles)

lBPGlv2olo/Pll
Ans: (a) 115" (b)230" (c)25"

(e) Since /'BAC= Z ACE d5', lines

6. In the diagram, a circle with centre o passes tbrough points P, o R' ,l and T and uY is I tangent to the

circleatS.Givcnthat lPRg=43"'ITPS= l8"andbothTOQndPORslestr&igbtlines'3. In the diagram, the line lB is a tangent to

the circle and O is the centre of the cirole'

ICAB = 45o and IAOD= 120" D

(a) Find the value of
(i) tcAo,
(ii) z'48C.

(b) Civen that MBC and MBI are sunr the radius of the ctcle is 7 cm, find the

(i) lengtb of lC
(ii) lenglh of DA,

(iii) exactvarue otT#*#n'

Ans: (aXi) 4s" (ii)15" (b)(i) AC= 9'90 (ii) DA=147 (iii)419
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